[1] We performed a series of global MHD simulations to study the closure of the cross-tail current in the magnetotail under different solar wind conditions. The cross-tail current closes totally within the magnetopause, forming the classical q structure when IMF is set to be zero. The situation changes for southward IMF cases: part of the cross-tail current passes through the magnetosheath and closes across the bow shock, forming an overlapped q structure of the cross-tail current, when viewed from the Sun. Quantitative analysis shows that a larger strength of the southward IMF B Z results in a higher percentage of current closed through the bow shock. Nearly a constant quantity of the cross-tail current comes from the bow shock despite variations in the solar wind speed. An increase in the ionospheric Pedersen conductance leads to an increase in the bow shock contribution but a decrease in the magnetopause contribution to the cross-tail current; therefore, the net cross-tail current is almost independent of the ionospheric conductance. Cross-tail current that closes across the bow shock rather than the magnetopause can be classified as the magnetic reconnection current, providing energy supply for dissipation needed at the magnetic reconnection region in the magnetotail.
Introduction
[2] Currents are ubiquitous in the near-Earth plasma environment and generate Lorentz force to counteract the pressure exerted by the solar wind. In the magnetosphere, a magnetic field generated by different currents, such as the magnetopause current and cross-tail current, is treated as an external field, being contrary to the constant intrinsic dipole field [Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996] . For conservation of current, all current systems are considered to be electric circuits. They construct the basic framework of the magnetosphere, so that the course of momentum or energy among different regions can be traced, which offers a convenient method for learning the dynamical process of the magnetosphere in real three-dimensional space. However, from observations, it is unlikely that the large-scale current systems will be monitored with the few available satellites at a given time in vast space. Therefore, modeling the current system becomes an important and feasible tool for studying largescale current systems; such attempts include global Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation, in which all current systems can be inferred from the magnetic field using Ampere's law in the simulation domain.
[3] The global MHD simulation has been used for quantitative investigations of the solar wind -magnetosphereionosphere coupling system in recent decades [Ogino, 1986; Fedder and Lyon, 1987; Raeder et al., 1995] . Once the current density is obtained from the simulation, it is available for studying the closure of currents by tracing the current streamline in the simulation domain under different IMF conditions. This approach has been applied to the closure of the field-aligned currents (FAC) [e.g., Tanaka, 1995; Janhunen and Koskinen, 1996; Siscoe et al., 2000] . They concluded that the magnetopause serves as the source region for the region 1 current. Bow shock is another source region for the magnetospheric currents [Siscoe and Siebert, 2006] . Guo et al. [2008] showed, on the basis of global MHD simulations, that more than 50% of the region 1 field-aligned current originates from the bow shock under extremely southward IMF conditions. With the participation of the bow shock in the current systems, the closure of the current streamlines in the bow shock -magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling system becomes important for understanding the total current structures and the energy transport channel from the solar wind to the magnetosphere/ionosphere, especially under extremely southward IMF conditions associated with geomagnetic storms.
[4] The topology of a tail current system (including a cross-tail current) in the magnetotail in a quasi-steady magnetosphere was also studied by global MHD simulation. When the IMF is set to be zero, the streamlines of the crosstail current appear as a row of current segments within the northern dusk quadrant of the magnetotail [Sonnerup et al., 2001] , coinciding with the well-known theta (q) pattern viewed from the Sun, as described in the first papers on tail current topology [Axford et al., 1965; Dessler and Juday, 1965] . For southward IMF cases, the relative contributions to the Lorentz force acting against the solar wind ram pressure of the Chapman-Ferraro current and region 1 current are determined by the y component of the interplanetary electric field in the GSM coordinate system [Siscoe and Siebert, 2006] ; the tail current layer is overlapped by the ChapmanFerraro current in the magnetopause. However, the closure topology and features of the cross-tail current have not been investigated in previous work. Dungey [1961] suggested that during southward IMF the magnetic reconnection leads to a strong coupling between the solar wind and the magnetospheric fields and plasma; unlike cases of northward IMF, the bow shock current has the same polarity with the tail magnetopause current in the meridional plane when IMF turns southward; therefore the bow shock may be another candidate of current carrier for tail current's closure. It is therefore important to study the closure and physical characteristics of the tail current under southward IMF conditions.
[5] In this paper, we carry out a series of global MHD simulation runs under different IMF conditions (zero and southward) to investigate the closure of the tail current, the contributions of the tail current from the magnetopause and the bow shock, and the effect of the ionospheric conductances. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to the numerical models, section 3 presents the numerical results, and section 4 summarizes the results.
Numerical Model
[6] In this study, we use a global magnetospheric MHD simulation code, developed by Hu et al. [2007] on the basis of an extension of the Lagrangian version of the piecewise parabolic method (PPMLR) [Collela and Woodward, 1984] . Recently, the model has been applied for investigation of the closure of the region 1 current [Guo et al., 2008] . Numerical examples made by the global MHD simulation have the following assumptions: (1) the solar wind is along the Sun-Earth line, (2) IMF is restricted to the z component, (3) the simulation solution is in a quasi-steady state, and (4) north -south symmetry and dawn-dusk symmetry are set in the domain. All physical parameters of the solar wind are fixed except for IMF B Z and speed V SW at the front inflow boundary. The MHD equation is solved in the GSM coordinate system, with the simulation box extending from x = 30 R E to À300 R E along the Sun-Earth line, and from 0 to 150 R E in the y and z directions, with 160 Â 80 Â 80 grid points and a minimum grid spacing of 0.4R E . An electrostatic ionosphere is imbedded to drive the magnetospheric convection in the inner boundary at 3 R E ; hence a three-dimensional simulation of the coupled solar wind -magnetosphereionosphere is constructed. For simplicity, uniform Pedersen conductivity is assumed in the ionosphere. More details of the model can be found in the paper by Hu et al. [2007] .
Numerical Results

Closure of Cross-Tail Current
[7] The current is calculated in the simulation box through the normalized equation of J = r Â B. Figure 1a shows the closure of cross-tail current streamlines in the magnetosphereionosphere coupling system in the northern dusk quadrant when IMF B Z is set to be zero. Other parameters of solar wind include velocity of 600 km/s and ionospheric conductivity of 5 S. The noon-night meridian plane and the equatorial one are colored as contours, representing the value of J Á E, the rate of electrical-mechanical energy conversion [Hill, 1983] . The positive value of J Á E corresponds to load areas, where the electromagnetic energy converts to kinetic energy, colored in red in Figure 1a . Conversely, the negative value of J Á E corresponds to dynamo areas, where the kinetic energy converts to electromagnetic energy, colored in white in Figure 1a . Six tail current streamlines denoted by solid red lines start from the neutral sheet region, cross the tail region, and climb up the magnetopause. The current circuit forms with another quadrant present in the north part of the magnetosphere. The same topology appears in the south magnetosphere for symmetry. A Greek letter theta (q) thus emerges, and all four quadrants are connected when viewed from the Sun. This result agrees with the classical topology presented in previous papers [Axford et al., 1965; Dessler and Juday, 1965] and also previous simulation work [Siscoe et al., 2000] . Positions of the bow shock cannot be shown in the color-coded contour figure because of the absence of currents along the bow shock when IMF is zero.
[8] According to circuit theory, if the electromagnetic energy is dissipated in a segment along a closed circuit, another segment supplied by dynamo must exist, which is available in MHD applications [Siebert and Siscoe, 2002] . In this case, magnetic reconnection is presumed to occur in the tail region near the equatorial plane, depicted as load in Figure 1a ; then a dynamo must exist somewhere to supply enough electromagnetic energy in the magnetosphere. Tail current streamlines start from the load region, close across the nightside magnetopause, which is identified as a dynamo region. Here we refer to the nightside magnetopause as the magnetopause region from the polar cusp where the Chapman-Ferraro current circles to the far tailward magnetotail region. The energy supply and demand system is then established between the nightside magnetopause and the tail magnetic reconnection region.
[9] Footprints of tail current streamlines in the meridian plane are displayed in Figure 1b , according to the locations of the grid points. The cross-tail current extends from several R E to the far distance; a local domain, as shown in Figure 1b , is necessarily introduced to offer more detailed information of the locations of the footprints. Red dots represent the corresponding current streamlines that close across the magnetopause; no other streamline closure paths are distinguished among the all red dot displays. The diameter of a dot is proportional to the current density of the corresponding grid point, which can be used to roughly estimate the current distribution of the selected domain in the meridian plane.
[10] When the IMF is chosen to be 5 nT southward, the current on the surface of the bow shock emerges in front of the magnetopause. As shown in Figure 2a , the bow shock plays a role as a dynamo just like the nightside magnetopause. The cross-tail current still closes across the magnetopause at the near-Earth region, as shown in two red current streamlines, similar to those with the presence of the zero IMF input. However, part of the tail currents no longer flow on the surface of the magnetopause, but divert into the magnetosheath and finally close across the bow shock, as shown in the blue streamlines. The current streamline with the start point farther away from the Earth crosses the bow shock at the positions closer to the nose of the bow shock in the meridional plane. Both the bow shock and the nightside magnetopause serve as generators to supply energy dissipated in the magnetotail region for the dissipation needs of magnetic reconnection.
[11] Figure 2b displays the distribution of the footprints of the tail current streamlines, as in Figure 1b . The blue dots indicate the part of the tail current connected with the bow shock, which is mainly located in the x < À13R E region and closer to the equatorial plane (x -y plane) compared to those red dots representing current streamlines that close across the magnetopause. Obviously, the cross-tail current closed across the bow shock occupies a considerable proportion of the total quantity. The bow shock is another important energy source of the cross-tail current, in addition to the nightside magnetopause.
[12] In order to get the global picture of the closure of the cross-tail current in relation to the magnetopause and the bow shock, we trace two typical current streamlines in all four quadrants as viewed from the Sun, as shown in Figure 3 . The background is plotted with a colored contour of the value of J Á E in the y -z plane at x = À15R E . The two dynamos (magnetopause and bow shock) are easily identified. Two colored current streamlines start shoulder to shoulder in the neutral sheet on the cross section; the blue one is closer to the equatorial plane than the red one. The two current streamlines deviate from each other when climbing on the magnetopause at low latitude. The red line closes at the magnetopause, and the blue one diverts into the magnetosheath and closes across the bow shock. Note that the blue line will depart from the cross section when flowing into the magnetosheath, so across the bow shock on the plane the blue segment is the projection outline of the current streamline, not the actual tracing path in the cross section. Viewed from the Sun along the SunEarth line, a new structure of a closed cross-tail current forms, which looks like two overlapped Greek letter qs. We would like to name this appearance the overlapped q structure, which is an extension of the traditional standpoint of a single q structure.
Local Quantitative Analysis
[13] In this section, we will investigate the proportion of the currents from the magnetopause and the bow shock in the cross-tail current. Figure 4 gives the total quantity of the current flowing on the surface of the nightside magnetopause in the southward IMF cases (À10, À5, and À1 nT). The solar wind speed is taken as V X = 400 km/s, and the ionospheric conductance is 5 S. A dusk-dawn (negative y) direction of the current exists, but the dawn-dusk (positive y) direction of the electric field, the nightside magnetopause, serves as a dynamo with a negative value of J Á E. The dusk-dawn direction current on the nightside magnetopause consists mainly of three parts: the Chapman-Ferraro current, the cross-tail current, and the region 1 current. The quantity of current flowing in a dusk-dawn direction on the north nightside magnetopause is integrated in the noon-night meridional plane, from the polar cusp region to the reference point positioned at x = À40R E . With the increasing strength of IMF B Z , the total quantity of nightside dusk-dawn direction current decreases. This observation suggests that the generating capacity of the nightside magnetopause is reduced. Conversely, as illustrated from the background J Á E contour plot in Figure 2a , the nightside magnetopause on the x-z plane farther away from the Earth corresponds to an area with a weaker value of J Á E. This correspondence indicates that the generating capacity of the nightside magnetopause is less when it is farther away from the polar cusp region. When the value of J Á E reaches a certain low value at a certain location (about x < À13R E as shown in Figure 2b) , and the magnetopause is unable to supply enough energy, the cross-tail current streamlines then begin to divert into the magnetosheath and close across the bow shock, which is another powerful dynamo region for the energy supply.
[14] A stronger southward IMF B Z leads to a more powerful bow shock dynamo and less generator capacity of the nightside magnetopause, as shown in Figure 4 . Similarly, Figure 4 can be adopted to explain the simulation results: a large proportion of region 1 current closes across the bow shock instead of the magnetopause under extremely southward IMF conditions [Guo et al., 2008] . The lower power supply capacity of the nightside magnetopause facilitates the circuit established between the bow shock and the ionosphere.
[15] To further quantify our analysis, we calculate the total quantity of the cross-tail current and the portions originating from the magnetopause and the bow shock, taking into account the effects of IMF B Z , the solar wind speed V X , and the ionospheric Pedersen conductance S P . For simplicity, we choose a local region at À2R E z 2R E , À30R E x À5R E in the noon-midnight meridian plane as the calculation domain (the southern dusk quadrant is extended before calculation). The selected domain is adequately wide in the z direction from Figures 1b and 2b , covering the domain of most interest to space researchers. We trace the current streamlines started from the calculation domain and follow them back to the noon-midnight meridional plane. The current streamlines are mainly concentrated on two regions: the bow shock and the magnetopause, which are determined by the current density contour in the meridional plane. The quantities of the two currents are then separated and integrated in the calculation domain. Figure 5 plots the total quantity of the cross-tail current, the portions from the bow shock, and the magnetopause, represented by solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively, as functions of IMF B Z , solar wind speed V X , and ionospheric conductance S P .
[16] The bow shock contributes more than the magnetopause, as expected, in the presence of a strong southward IMF B Z , as demonstrated in Figure 5a . The quantity of the total cross-tail current increases with the increasing strength of southward IMF B Z to 5 nT; the current originating from the bow shock increases simultaneously, while the current from the magnetopause decreases because of the weakened generator capacity of the nightside magnetopause. In this case, the solar wind speed is fixed to be 400 km/s, and the ionospheric conductance is 5 S. When IMF B Z = 0 or À1nT, almost all the cross-tail current closes within the magnetopause. However, with the increase of the strength of IMF B Z , nearly half of the current closes across the bow shock rather than the magnetopause. The bow shock contributes more than 80 percent of the current to the cross-tail current when IMF B Z reaches À10nT.
[17] As shown in Figure 5b , with the increase of the solar wind speed (while the IMF B Z is fixed to be À5nT and the ionospheric conductance is 5 S), the magnetosphere is compressed by the increasing solar wind ram pressure, and the flaring angle of the flank magnetopause decreases to reduce the normal component of the ram pressure. In addition, the current on the magnetopause has to increase to generate enough Lorentz force to counteract the ram pressure, as well Figure 5 . The effects of (a) IMF B Z , with V sw = 400 km/s, S P = 5S, (b) the solar wind speed, with IMF B Z = À5nT, S P = 5S, and (c) the ionosphere conductance S P , with IMF B Z = À5nT, V X = 400 km/s, on the total quantity of the tail current (solid lines), the contributions from the bow shock (dashed lines), and the magnetopause (dotted lines).
as the electric field known as E = ÀV Â B. (In fact, the magnetic field B is enlarged in a compressed magnetosphere). Therefore, the generator capacity of the nightside magnetopause is strengthened to provide more cross-tail current. As a result, the contribution from the bow shock to the cross-tail current decreases compared to that from the magnetopause. The quantity of the current originating from the bow shock remains at the same level with the increase of the solar wind speed.
[18] Figure 5c shows that the effect of the ionosphere conductance S P on the cross-tail current is limited. The total quantity of the current remains nearly constant with the increase of S P . This differs from the case of the region 1 current: when the ionospheric conductance increases, the quantity of region 1 current increases, as Guo et al. [2008] pointed out. Nearly all of the region 1 current closes across the magnetopause when IMF B Z = À5nT. Since the ChapmanFerraro current is mainly determined by the ram pressure of the solar wind, and the solar wind ram pressure remains constant for a fixed solar wind speed, V X = 400 km/s in this case, the balance between the ram pressure and the Lorentz force in the nightside magnetopause should be preserved. That is, the total quantity of current on the nightside magnetopause is unchanged. Therefore, in this case, the region 1 current and the cross-tail current compete with each other on the magnetopause. Consequently, the portion of the cross-tail current originating from the magnetopause has to be reduced in order to meet the growth of the region 1 current with the increase of the ionosphere conductance, as shown in Figure 5c . Meanwhile, the contribution of the cross-tail current from the bow shock should become more significant.
[19] As noted by Siebert and Siscoe [2002] , the current that closes across the magnetic reconnection region and the bow shock can be classified as a magnetic reconnection current, namely the subsolar reconnection current for the southward IMF and the polar reconnection current for the northward IMF, which are separated from the Chapman-Ferraro current system in this paper. This magnetic reconnection current is different from the traditional Chapman-Ferraro current system which is defined to be totally closed on the magnetopause [Atkinson, 1978] . It closes through the bow shock or the magnetosheath to get an energy supply for the dissipation needed for magnetic reconnection to occur on the magnetopause. In our simulation, the cross-tail current has the same properties, linking the magnetic reconnection region identified as a load with the bow shock and the nightside magnetopause which are considered as dynamos. Therefore, if the concept of the magnetic reconnection current is accepted and added to the family of magnetospheric current systems, as an important supplement, the cross-tail current that closes across the bow shock can be classified as the magnetic reconnection current according to the definition by Siebert and Siscoe [2002] . In a word, the bow shock contributes to the magnetic reconnection current systems whether the IMF turns southward or northward. Such efforts concerning the magnetic reconnection current will be discussed elsewhere in a future work.
Summary
[20] By using global MHD simulations, we study the closure of the cross-tail current in the solar wind-magnetosphereionosphere system under zero and purely southward IMF conditions. The cross-tail current completely closes across the magnetopause, which is identified as a dynamo region, to form a q pattern viewed from the Sun-Earth line when IMF B Z is zero, consistent with the traditional standpoint. When IMF B Z is southward, part of the cross-tail current will puncture the magnetopause, divert into the magnetosheath, and close across the bow shock which is also a dynamo region. In our simulation, the cross-tail current connected with the bow shock and the total tail current are roughly controlled by the three adjustable parameters in our model: the southward IMF B Z , the solar wind speed, and the ionospheric conductance S P . Both the nightside magnetopause and bow shock serve as dynamos for the energy dissipation need of the magnetotail reconnection region when IMF B Z is southward. Stronger southward IMF B Z leads to a larger generating capacity of the bow shock dynamo relative to the weakened magnetopause. Consequently, more cross-tail current would close across the bow shock instead of the magnetopause with the increase of the southward IMF B Z . The solar wind speed seems not to be a key factor in affecting the quantity of tail current originating from the bow shock, but significantly affects those from the magnetopause. The variation of Pederson conductivity in the ionosphere does not affect the total quantity of the cross-tail current in a significant way, but affects the contributions from the bow shock and the magnetopause. The increase of the conductance leads to an increase in the contribution to the cross-tail current from the bow shock, but to a decrease in the contribution from the magnetopause.
[21] The bow shock plays an important role in the bow shock -magnetosphere-ionosphere current systems during southward IMF conditions. Possible direct momentum and energy transport between the bow shock and the neutral sheet exist. The bow shock may supply energy for the magnetic reconnection dissipation in the magnetotail region, denoted as a load segment in a closed electric circuit. The cross-tail current that closes across the bow shock may be classified as the magnetic reconnection current, which we suggest is a new current system in the magnetosphere. In magnetospheric dynamics during southward IMF cases, we should take into account not only the regions inside the magnetopause but also the bow shock that is connected with the magnetospheric current systems.
